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Abstract— The issue of reassembling picture pieces emerges 

in numerous logical fields, for example, crime scene 

investigation and prehistoric studies. In the field of 

paleohistory, the pictorial removal discoveries are quite 

often through painting parts. For instance, they can be 

sections of painted stoneware, wall paintings, or mosaics, 

which must be gathered to shape the first painting. In this 

paper, an incorporated approach for automated colour based 

2-D photograph fragment reassembly is provided. The 

proposed 2-D reassembly approach is divided into four 

steps. initially, the photograph fragments which are likely 

spatially adjoining are recognized making use of strategies 

employed in content based totally photograph retrieval 

systems. the second one operation is to pick out the 

matching contour segments for each retained couple of 

image fragments, thru a dynamic programming technique. 

the following step is to pick out the most desirable trans-

formation as a way to align the matching contour segments. 

finally, the general photo is reassembled from its nicely 

aligned fragments. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

The issue of reassembling picture pieces emerges in 

numerous logical fields, for example, crime scene 

investigation and prehistoric studies. In the field of 

paleohistory, the pictorial removal discoveries are quite 

often through painting parts. For instance, they can be 

sections of painted stoneware, wall paintings, or mosaics, 

which must be gathered to shape the first painting. In this 

paper, an incorporated approach for automated colour based 

2-D photograph fragment reassembly is provided. The 

proposed 2-D reassembly approach is divided into four 

steps. initially, the photograph fragments which are likely 

spatially adjoining are recognized making use of strategies 

employed in content based totally photograph retrieval 

systems. the second one operation is to pick out the 

matching contour segments for each retained couple of 

image fragments, thru a dynamic programming technique. 

the following step is to pick out the most desirable trans-

formation as a way to align the matching contour segments. 

finally, the general photo is reassembled from its nicely 

aligned fragments. Here, a novel set of rules is proposed. the 

novelty of our set of rules lies at the fact that employs both 

the contour matching consequences and the alignement 

angles of the fragments, determined for the duration of the 

second and the 1/3 step, respectively. The majority of the 

algorithms on this step, as could be supplied in the related 

paintings phase, make use of simplest criteria which can be 

primarily based on the contour matchings, e.g., the length of 

the matching. it's miles clean that it is important that each 

step of the algorithm feeds the subsequent one with accurate 

effects, in any other case the photo reassembly may 

additionally contain errors, or may additionally even fail 

absolutely. Our aim is to investigate and propose the most 

sturdy techniques so that you can supply correct outcomes at 

every intermediate step. 

The main steps are as follows:  

1) Discovery of spatial adjacent image fragments  

2) Discovery of matching contour segments of 

adjacent image fragments  

3) Image fragments contour alignment  

4) Overall image assembly 

A. Discovery of Spatial Adjacent Image Fragments  

The identification of probably spatially adjacent image 

fragments is achieved via using strategies which can be 

broadly hired in content material based totally photo 

retrieval (CBIR) systems. The cause of this step is to reduce 

the computational burden of the steps that comply with. 

once this step is completed, we choose to maintain, for 

every picture fragment, a list of the most probable adjacent 

fragments. 

B. Discovery of matching contour segments of adjacent 

image fragments  

a singular approach based totally at the Smith-Waterman 

algorithm is employed so that it will healthy the colours 

appearing inside the contours of adjoining picture 

fragments. numerous colour similarity criteria are being 

evaluated. based totally on such similarity criteria, for every 

photograph fragment, one matching contour section with 

different picture fragments is retained. 

C. Image fragments contour alignment  

The reason of this step is to find the correct geometrical 

transformation of 1 fragment relative to its adjoining one, to 

be able to align them along their matching contour 

segments. Many versions of the ICP set of rules are hired 

and evaluated to this quit. 

D. Overall Image Assembly 

once the matching contour segments of couples of input 

photograph fragments are recognized and nicely aligned, the 

closing step is the reassembly of the overall photograph. for 

the reason that standards which are based on the contour 

matchings do no longer suffice for the overall photo 

reassembly, a singular function, particularly the alignment 

angles determined all through step three, is delivered. 
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Fig. 1: Overall image reassembly approach 

II. SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE 

A. Input:  

input to the system might be the wide variety of fragments 

of image any paper which can be founded in any historic 

departments or can be based in crime branch. photograph 

could be a great deal antique and the facts that's on paper or 

on image can’t be readable due to its damaged. in order that 

fragments of picture or paper can be the enter. 

B. Texture Guided Fragment Adjacency Discovery:  

The usage of the shade or texture assets to explain 

photographs is widely studied and proven effective in 

content-based totally picture retrieval. the main motive is 

that coloration regularly immediately related to item or 

scene inside the photo. further, as compared to the 

alternative visual capabilities, color functions have smaller 

dependence on the scale, the path and the angle of the 

image. 

C. Contour Guided Fragment Adjacency Discovery:  

Further, compared to the other visible features, color 

features have smaller dependence on the dimensions, the 

direction and the attitude of the image. in this step, first off 

we choose a appropriate coloration space to explain 

coloration characteristics. We use the HSV version,in which 

the H, S, and V stand for Hue, Saturation, and value, 

respectively. The HSV device is closer to people's revel in 

and colour belief than RGB. We divide every of H, S, V 

variety into 12 periods, so the picture colour is quantified 

into 36 colorations. We use a coloration histogram H to 

explain the photo fragment. 

We further use the geometric contours of fragments 

to refine the adjacency detection. We want to first extract 

the photograph fragment's contour from the white historical 

past. this could be finished via photograph binarization, 

whose accuracy dictates the accuracy of contour extraction. 

here we used the OTSU set of rules. The OTSU is an 

adaptive threshold price method. according to the photo grey 

characteristics, the picture is divided into heritage and 

target. This technique can robotically locate the excellent 

segmentation threshold to separate the picture fragment 

from the heritage. 

The quantity of pixels with gray fee is in which the 

gray value has the variety [0,L -1]. 

D. Final Fragment Composition:  

when the above technique could be carried out after that 

range of fragments will take their function in keeping with 

their corresponding shapes on the premise of shade and 

contour. 

E. Output:  

Output of this device might be the reconstruction of 

photograph fragments with satisfactory accuracy. whilst the 

method of Texture Guided Fragment Adjacency Discovery 

and Contour Guided Fragment Adjacency Discovery could 

be done after that number of fragments will take their 

unique position because of that we are able to capable of 

discover the significant statistics and appropriate 

records.The preprocessing carry on is the virtual feat of 

layout ends. Suss out odds may be scanned dependably in to 

virtual photos. In our inquiry, we over strive the fulfilment 

just purchase a virtual digicam. To make a person sure the 

carcass of scaling for image scatter , the camera is 

unchanging and is set up to the anticipate.Intermittently 

greater those ruined fathom extras, prankish , we get the 

flow of their bearing run via the photo colour intimate, 

which we fundament additionally name texture statistics. 

This texture/colour information can serve an powerful but 

no longer fully reliable idea. tale, the figuring of this bit is 

hand-me-down as an price range affect for the follow 

motion, blank-guided unearthing of adjacent image 

fragments. on this behave oneself, we sly survey grain 

sculpture, style spot the deliver prominence to the gen at the 

materialize and share out the contour into span segments, 

decidedly fit the phase sequences of all potentially adjoining 

fragments. 

 
Fig. 2: System Architecture of Re-assemble fragmented 

image into original image 
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III. MATHEMATICAL MODEL 

 
Sys = {Fragments, PWM , EC , GBO , RGBO } 

Fragments = { f1 , f2 , f3 , ……… , fn } 

PWM = FPWM  { f1 , f2 , f3 , ……… , fn }      

{ 

EC = FEC { PWM } 

GBO = FGBO {EC} 

RBGO = F { GBO } 

Store = RBGO 

PWM = FPWM  { f1 , f2 , f3 , ……… , fn } 

PWM = ( w1 + α + w3 ) / w2 

Where, 

   w1=Ʃ [ l (Sik) + l (Sjh) ] /2 

 w2 = Ʃ w1 * d [ c (Sik) ,c (Sjh) ] 

 w3 = No.of pairs of clusters (Sik) & (Sjh)  

 α = Weights the importance of w3  

EC = FEC { PWM } 

 T(eij) * T(vj) = T(eik) * T(vk)  

Where, 

 eij &eik , two different edges 

 vj & vk  , node from most one selected edges   

GBO = FGBO {EC} 

 F(x)=Ʃ(xi,xj,zij)^T Ωij f(xi,xj,zij) 

           eijϵE 

Where, 

 xi & xj represent each edge of graph 

 zij represents constaint  

 Ωij weight matrix related parameter 

 f(xi,xj,zij) vector error function 

RBGO = F { GBO }  

f(x)=Ʃ          || T(eij)-T(vi)*T(vj)^-1||^2*W(eij)  

           eijϵE  

Where,  

T(eij) relative transformation of edge 

T(vi) transformation matrix on each vi 

T(vj) transformation matrix on each vj  

W(eij) associated matching score 

IV. REASSEMBLY RESULTS 

Fig. 4 illustrates an example of reassembling 10 image 

fragments back to a house image. Fig. 4(a) shows the 10 

image fragments. Fig. 4(b) shows the initial reassembly 

result after the global reassembly and Fig. 4(c) shows the 

final result after graph optimization. From the result we are 

able to see that the initial reassembly result consists of 

overlapping among the neighboring fragments and is 

eliminated after optimization. 

 
Fig. 4: (a) House image fragments in 10 pieces, (b) initial 

reassembly results, and (c) final reassembly result. 

A tough instance is proven in Fig. 5. In this 

situation, the fragments have similar boundary geometry 

(the shape is sort of a square) and color. therefore, inside the 

pairwise matching degree, a big variety of the ambiguous 

matching with similar rankings are produced. Many fine-

first search methods [12,4,6] can be trapped within the 

neighborhood minima due to the ambiguity of the nearby 

pairwise matches. however, the perfect matchings are 

nevertheless obtained during our international seek system 

and a a success reassembly is achieved. This demonstrates 

the effectiveness of the stairs 2 and three of our reassembly 

algorithm. 

 
Fig. 5: (a) GMP image fragments in 10 pieces, (b) initial 

reassembly results, and (c) final reassembly results 

Fig.6 suggests every other example of the pix torn 

into 10 pieces. Fig. 7 suggests an instance of the 

photographs torn into 26 portions. In this example, the 

variety of portions turns into large and the scale of the 

fragments will become small. It need to be cited that for 

those small fragments, they're very probable to have similar 

shades. consequently, for those colour based totally 

technique like [1–3], it is difficult to offer the correct 

matching among the ones fragments. also, for small 

fragments, due to the lack of capabilities on their boundary, 

it becomes tough for the prevailing approach to get the ideal 

matches. however, we are able to nonetheless get the right 

international reassembly, which demonstrates the robustness 

of our algorithm. 
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Fig. 6: (a) Castle image fragments in 10 pieces, and (b) final 

reassembly results. 

 
Fig. 7: (a) Flower image fragments in 26 pieces, and (b) 

final reassembly Result 

V. CONCLUSION 

we've offered an effective incorporated algorithm to locate 

adjoining photograph fragments the use of coloration and 

contour. We describe reconstruction of fragmented 

photographs using coloration and contour. We generated the 

proper relevant end result to through the gadget. we have 

supplied the operation in the diverse picture codecs together 

with png and bmp. We provide to offer the relevant facts to 

the user. We compare our set of rules using diverse actual 

global snap shots and reveal that it is powerful and robust. 
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